
Sowing seeds for West Papua’s return to the UN in
2021 to retake its place on the Decolonisation List 

An opportunity for the peoples of the world to address 
the UN’s terrible mistake in 1961 when it refused 
Self-determination for the Non-Self-Governing 
Territory of Dutch-New Guinea (West Papua)

 Video your tree-planting ceremony for 
FrwpWomensOffice@gmail.com 

Videos presented to UN Sec-General 
Guterres on 18 September 2021

PLANT A LIVING MEMORIAL 
DAG HAMMARSKJÖLD—WEST 
PAPUA—GEORGE IVAN SMITH

United Liberation Movement for West Papua (ULMWP)
211/838 Collins St, Docklands 3008 Victoria (AUS)    

0424 745 155; FrwpWomensOffice@gmail.com    
dfait.federalrepublicofwestpapua.org

Our tree-plantings are about 
healing and renewal in the 

Congo, and justice for 
West Papuans 

“If you are neutral in situations 
of injustice, you have chosen 

the side of the oppressor” 

(Clovis Mwamba, Democratic 
Republic of Congo) 

“West Papua has been illegally 
occupied and cruelly governed 

since the UN gave us to Indonesia 
in 1963. Then we were 99% of the 

population. Now we are facing 
extinction” (Jacob Rumbiak)
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“I was in Iraq at the height of the American occupation, 
Sri Lanka at the height of the campaign to crush the 
Tamils, Burma at the height of the campaign against  

the Burmese people and the minorities who stood  
against the military, in East Timor and Aceh under 
Indonesia, Afghanistan in Taliban-controlled areas.  
But never have I seen a people more systematically 
oppressed and isolated than the West Papuans by  
the Indonesian military and intelligence services.”  

  

John Martinkus, War correspondent The Road: Uprising  
in West Papua Black Inc., Melbourne 2020 

This map was drawn by Jacob Rumbiak, a West Papuan 
academic, freedom fighter, diplomat, and former political 

prisoner.  He drew the map in 2003 after escaping from 
prison in Jakarta to observe the referendum in East  
Timor, from where he was flown to Darwin on an  
RAAF Hercules and issued political asylum, and 

citizenship in 2006.  He has been a member of the 
independence struggle since he was a child  

hunting for food and carrying water for  
OPM freedom fighters.

WEST PAPUA is the western half of New Guinea island, just a stone-throw 
from Australia, and illegally occupied by Indonesia since 1963.  “We are an 
indigenous Melanesian people cruelly governed since the United Nations gave 
us to Indonesia in 1963.  At that time, after decades of Dutch colonial rule, we 
were 99% of the population. Now we are facing extinction” (Jacob Rumbiak). 

West Papuans extraordinary struggle for freedom and self-determination  
was first acknowledged in 2015 by the Melanesian Spearhead Group 
(Vanuatu, Solomon Islands, PNG, Fiji, the Kanaky of New Caledonia), then in 
2019 by the Pacific Islands Forum (18 UN-member states, including Australia 
and New Zealand) and African Caribbean Pacific Group (79 member states).   

The United Liberation Movement for West Papua is asking Australia to vote 
‘yes’ (not ‘abstain’ or ‘no’) when Vanuatu raises a motion in the 2021 General 
Assembly to register West Papua on the UN Decolonisation List.  

GEORGE IVAN SMITH was a tough wily Australian and trusted associate of UN 
Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjöld (1953-1961).  He knew the details of the 
OPEX Decolonisation Program, which the Sec-General had quietly developed 
for West Papua and planned to introduce to the 1961 General Assembly.   

Hammarskjöld’s program recognised Papuan sovereignty over Papuan land— 
annulling both the Dutch and Indonesian claims—and may have prevented 
the Indonesian occupation.  He was murdered just days before the Assembly, 
and without his luminous intelligence and moral leadership the UN member-
states—bedevilled by Cold War machinations—didn’t pass the motion.   

George Ivan Smith never stopped searching for the facts behind his friend’s 
assassination, which is why Dr Greg Poulgrain—another extraordinary unsung 
Australian—was interviewing him in 1982 and miraculously discovered this 
long-masked thread in West Papua’s decolonisation story. 



IN 2020  West Papua Womens Office in Docklands and Democratic Republic of 
Congo Community (Vic) organised sixty tree-plantings around the world to 
honour the work of UN Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjöld in West Papua 
and DR Congo.  In the Congo these living memorials were about healing and 
renewal.  For West Papua they raised awareness of the facts and the fictions 
of Indonesia's takeover in 1962, and of West Papua’s application for the 2021 
General Assembly to acknowledge its place on the UN Decolonisation List.   

Two-minute videos of the tree-planting ceremonies will be presented to  
UN Sec-General Guterres on 18 September 2021.  See the 2020 videos at  
https://dfait.federalrepublicofwestpapua.org/document/join-tree-planting-
ceremonies-in-honour-of-un-sec-general-dag-hammarskjold-1953-1961/ 

IN 2021 tree-plantings include tribute to George Ivan Smith, an Australian 
radio broadcaster, war correspondent, diplomat, movie director, author, and 
at the time of Hammarskjold’s murder in 1961 the UN Representative for the 
Congo.  As a trusted associate he was privy to the Sec-General’s behind-the-
scene development of a special Decolonisation Program for West Papua that 
may have prevented the Indonesian occupation.  No one has ever spoken or 
written about this chapter in West Papua’s history, indeed it only emerged 
during an interview in 1982 with Australian historian Dr Greg Poulgrain who 
said “Hammarskjöld’s formula would have changed history principally  
because it recognised Papuan sovereignty over Papuan land.”   

PlanIng the Hammarskjold-Papua Tree-Memorial, 21 August 2020 
Corner of Chapel St and Dandenong Rd, Melbourne 

Jacob Rumbiak (United Liberajon Movement for West Papua) planjng an olive 
tree with a gold shovel, midst a candle and white cross, observed by Okapi (Congo 
peace symbol); in front of the famous Chapel St covid-poster of a man in a pink 
tutu with its front (photoshop) extended to the social distancing measure of 1.5m.
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An engineering wonder of the modern world: 9 power stajons, 80km of aqueducts, 16 dams, 
145km of interconnected tunnels. This dam (lem) blocked the Eucumbene River, drowning a large 
valley and a small town. 250 of Adaminaby’s senler populajon of 700 were moved to the other 
side of the range; the rest took their painful memories and moved elsewhere.  All were well 
compensated, unlike the indigenous Ngarigo they had earlier displaced, and the Wiradjuri and 
Yuin who had always journeyed to Adaminaby (‘resjng place’) to feast on the Bogon Moth.

GEORGE IVAN SMITH, Director, UN Information  
Centre (London) with UN Sec-General Hammarskjöld.  

Adaminaby Dam, Snowy River Hydro-and-Irrigation  
Scheme headquarters, Cooma, 17 February 1956 

Photo (cropped): unmedia.org, photo # 112758 

WHO WAS GEORGE IVAN SMITH AO?  Born in Rose Bay Sydney in 1915, the 
son of a prison governor, educated at Goulburn and Bathurst High Schools, 
Ivan Smith was the founding-producer of Radio Australia, the BBC’s Pacific 
Service, and the international radio program of the UN Information Service. 

The tough wily Australian, with ‘a face like a sunset over a sheep farm’, was a 
trusted associate of UN Sec-General Dag Hammarskjöld, was at times his 
spokesperson and confidant, and had just been appointed UN Representative 
for the Congo when the Secretary-General was killed.    

In 1982, when Australian academic Greg Poulgrain interviewed him in his 
thickly thatched home in rural England, Ivan Smith noted that in 1961 the  
Sec-General was very much focused on the Decolonisation Program for West 
Papua that he’d developed with influential figures (including JF Kennedy and 
General MacArthur—who led the Allies assault in West Papua 1944–46) and 
planned to introduce to the General Assembly in September 1961.   

Hammarskjöld was haunted by Indonesia’s threats of war against what it 
called ‘a Dutch puppet state’ (Indonesia then was the biggest military power 
in Asia after China and Russia).  In fact, West Papua was neither dutch nor 
puppet, but had been a UN Non-Self-Governing Territory administered by the 
Netherlands since 1950.  Beyond progress in the normal development sectors, 
territory-wide elections in February 1961 had produced a national parliament 
(Nieuw Guinea Raad) that opened on 5 April 1961 in front of representatives 
from every region in West Papua, as well as an array of international media, 
and 135 officials from the South Pacific Commission including the 
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May 1961, New Guinea Raad voIng on a proposal   

New Guinea Raad, 19 October 1961: “In accord with the ardent desire and 
yearning of our people for our independence the Morning Star flag will be hoisted 
alongside the Dutch flag on 1 November 1961”.  The Dutch Government accepted 
the Raad’s legislajon but deferred the flag ceremonies unjl 1 December 1961 
(amer its Decolonisajon Mojon in the UN General Assembly).

George Ivan Smith and Dag Hammarskjöld climbing Mount Ruapehu (New 
Zealand) during a UN tour of Australia and New Zealand in February 1956 

The unknown assignation: Dag Hammarskjöld in the papers of George Ivan Smith 
Manuel Frohlich’s essay about the work and collaboration of two men who held 
central positions in world politics during the 1950s and early 1960s.

governments of Britain, New Zealand, France and Australia.  Ivan Smith told 
Poulgrain the Sec-General drew on UN Res. 1514 (XV) to develop an OPEX 
program for the Papuan people, as the sovereign owners of their land, in the 
form of UN technical officers working for and accountable to their emerging 
state (annulling both the Dutch and Indonesian claims-of-sovereignty that  
had befuddled the UN in 1954, 1955, 1957). 

The Sec-General was assassinated just days before the 1961 General 
Assembly, so the Netherlands raised the self-determination motion.  After 
debates as confused by Cold War machinations as by an Assembly rendered 
rudderless without Hammarskjöld’s lucid and moral influence, the motion 
won a majority of votes, but not the necessary two-thirds majority.   

Four weeks after what was an appalling betrayal by UN member-states of 
their organisation’s founding principle, Indonesia declared war (19 December) 
and invaded on 15 January 1962.  Hammarskjöld’s replacement, U Thant, then 
oversaw a duplicitous US-led ‘peace treaty’ that handed West Papua to the 
belligerent state, and West Papua has been an Indonesian colony ever since. 
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Dr Greg Poulgrain, Lecturer in Southeast Asian  
history at the University of the Sunshine Coast 

JFK vs. Allen Dulles: Battleground Indonesia (2020) 

The Incubus of Intervention: conflicting Indonesia  
strategies of John F Kennedy and Allen Dulles (2015)  

The Genesis of Konfrontasi—Malaysia,  
Brunei and Indonesia 1945-1965 (2014) 

Delaying the ‘discovery’ of oil in  
West New Guinea (1999) 
Ten days in Jakarta (1998) 

DR GREG POULGRAIN been visiting and writing about West Papua and 
Indonesia since the 1970s.  American sociologist Ed Curtin describes him as 
‘an academic historian with meticulous credentials; a rare truth teller, trying 
for decades to open people’s eyes to the realities of Indonesian history and  
US involvement in its ongoing tragedy .… a story of savage intrigue that 
involves the CIA and American governments in regime change and massive 
slaughters of people deemed expendable” (The CIA’s Involvement in  

Indonesia and the Assassinations of JFK and Dag Hammarskjöld). 

In his latest book JFK vs. Allen Dulles: Battleground Indonesia Poulgrain shows 
how President Kennedy tried to change American policy in Indonesia but was 
opposed by Allen Dulles and the CIA, resulting in JFK’s murder.  That death, 
preceded by UN Sec-General Hammarskjöld’s, led to the US-backed murder  
of millions of Indonesians, West Papuans and East Timorese. 
  

Among Greg’s interviews—with hundreds of military and intelligence officers, 
polijcians and diplomats—are those with George Ivan Smith that shone new 
light on Hammarskjold’s death, and the sudden vaporisajon of West Papua’s 
decolonisajon in 1962 amer progressing uncontroversially since 1950.  

Hammarskjöld’s policy of ‘Papua for the Papuans’ was a countermeasure to 
rising Cold War tension, and annulled all claims to sovereignty other than the 
indigenous inhabitants’.  It would have angered Indonesia which stood poised 
off the west coast ready to invade, it would have scuppered Dutch ambijons 
to exploit the najon’s unique oil reserves, and it would have wrecked US 
Freeport’s plan to appropriate the peoples’ mountains of gold and copper.   

Hammarskjöld’s death, followed by the UN member-states rejecjon of West 
Papua’s decolonisajon, paved path for a US-devised UN self-determinajon 
program administered by Indonesia, a unitary republic that didn’t recognise 
self-determinajon then, and sjll doesn’t! 
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WEST PAPUA AS UN NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORY (1950-1962)

above-Voting for New Guinea Raad, Feb 1961 

top right—Mass immunisation for malaria, 
yaws tuberculosis; with WHO and UNICEF 

right—Print Press, Hollandia, 1961 
bottom right—Agriculture school, 1955 
below—Dutch New Guinea money, 1942-62 

DAG HAMMARSKJÖLD, UN Sec-General 1953—1961  

“It is not our job to lower the ceiling ... the aim is to 
raise the floor” (30 May 1956, outlining new OPEX  
program of assistance for new and emerging states). 

Hammarskjöld’s formula would have changed history 
principally because it recognised Papuan sovereignty 
over Papuan land (Greg Poulgrain 2020 JFK vs. Allen Dulles, 

Battleground Indonesia, Skyhorse Publishing, USA) 
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Published: September 27, 1961
Copyright © The New York Times

Published: September 27, 1961
Copyright © The New York Times

WEST PAPUA SELF-DETERMINATION MOTION IN A GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
BEDEVILLED BY COLD WAR TENSION AND INDONESIA’S THREATS OF WAR

The New York Times  
27 September 1961
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24 April 1961 Presidents Sukarno and Kennedy  
Andrews Air Force Base, United States of America   
 

During this meeting (seven months before the General 
Assembly motion in November) President Sukarno—in  
return for a $900,000 helicopter and $100 million aid 
package—promised to rein in the Indonesian Communist 
Party and agreed to ‘a short interim UN Trusteeship  
followed by an Indonesian takeover of West Papua’  

(CLM Penders The West New Guinea debacle—Dutch 

decolonisation and Indonesia 1945-1962). 

   

The presidents’ handshake arrangement became the  
core of a US-driven UN-sponsored agreement signed  
at UN Headquarters on 15 August 1962 (and passed  
by the General Assembly on 21 September 1962) that  
effectively gifted West Papua to Indonesia. 

After taking over West Papua President Sukarno gifted the 
Vogelkop (Birdshead) to the Indonesian Communist Party, 
which with Japanese experts formed Ceram Oil (Greg 
Poulgrain 2020: p78)

UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY, 15 NOVEMBER 1961 The Dutch self-determination 
motion for West Papua won a simple but not two-thirds majority, and the 
Non-Self-Governing Territory was not registered on the UN Decolonisation 
Agenda.  It needs noting that this Assembly was so bedevilled by Cold War 
machination that it refused to affirm the right of any Non-Self-Governing 
Territory to self-determination—as in the amendment proposed by thirteen 
African states in a paragraph that was voted on separately: 

“… that the General Assembly states its conviction that any solution affecting the final 
destiny of a Non-Self-Governing Territory must be based on the self-determination of  
the people in accordance with the UN Charter” (53-36, 14 abstentions).  

ICJ lawyer George Lambert (2000) claims that the Assembly, in not reaching 
any consensus upon the facts in dispute, should then have sought the opinion 
of the International Court of Justice.  It didn’t, and four weeks later Indonesia 
declared war (19 December) and then invaded the Non-Self-Governing 
Territory on 15 January 1962. 

UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY, MARCH-SEPT 1962 The UN should have condemned 
Indonesia for its use of military force.  Instead it sponsored a ‘peace treaty’ 
whereby West Papua was passed from the Netherlands to Indonesia, and UN 
Military Observers were appointed (without Security Council authorisation)  
to observe a cease fire. 1500 (Muslim) Pakistani troops (rather than a multi-
national force) were employed for six months (without UN documentation)  
to oversee the transition from the Dutch to an Indonesian administration. 

The Dutch did manage to have ‘self-determination’ mentioned in the New 
York Agreement (the so-called ‘peace treaty’) but all the UN members who 
voted to endorse the agreement on 21 September 1962 knew that Indonesia 
has never recognised self-determination (it still doesn’t, even if its 
constitution declares every nation’s right to it).  Consequently there has  
never been an act of self-determination in West Papua.
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See bibliography for Martial law comes to West New Guinea
(Sydney Morning Herald, 1 May 1963)

“TOOK SALUTE … Three Russian-built TU-16 long-range jet bombers and six U.S. 
Hercules transports flew overhead as Dr Soekarno stepped ashore on West Irian for 
the first time … took the salute from the military honour guards as the West Java 
Siliwangi Division band played the national anthem ‘Great Indonesia’.  The 
President was surrounded by officials and plain clothes security men ... Red-bereted 
troops of the Palace Guard, carrying submachine guns, also in his entourage ... A 
West Irian Papuan police platoon was among the honour guards of Indonesian 
armed forces in ceremonial uniform … Steel-helmetted troops perspired in heavy 
camouflage uniform while patrolling the silent Papuan crowd gathered in bayside 
suburbs ... Indonesian army trucks brought hundreds of Papuan villages from 
outlying districts into Kota Baru to join festivities … Foreign Affairs Minister Dr 
Subandrio announced that the Indonesian Government will spend ten million U.S. 
dollars each year on West Irian, which was handed over to Indonesia on Wednesday 
... He said this would include expenditure for the armed forces in the territory …”

UN TRANSFERS WEST PAPUA TO INDONESIA, 1 MAY 1963  
• UN staff leave, even if scheduled to oversee self-determination processes.   
• West Papua is an Operational Military Zone with anti-subversion regulations.  
• All the Papuan district councils are abolished, most New Guinea Raad 

politicians are arrested, and there are massive book-burning events.  
  

In November, 11 leaders are forced to sign a document renouncing their 
nation’s right to self determination. In December, West Papuans who rallied 
for the act of free choice to be held during the UN administration (1 October 
1962-1 May 1963) are arrested … some are never seen again.  

In 1965, the Indonesia Republic implodes and the CIA facilitates the 
installation of a military regime under General Suharto.  With a now-
centralised military this authoritarian regime keeps itself in power until 
1998, ruling with an iron fist in Indonesia and genocidal practices in West 
Papua. The military continues to exert its control over West Papua, and 
behind COVID increased its presence from 9000 troops to 70,000, including 
battalions of highly trained RAIDER commandoes.         Indonesia’s angry man 

Indonesian President Dr 
Soekarno clenches his teeth as 
he addresses the audience in 
Kota Baru sports stadium  
(The Sun-Herald, 5 May 1963).  
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THE AGE, 14 AUGUST 2001, FREED PORKER, NOT FREE PAPUA, HOGS LIMELIGHT  A pet 
pig stole the limelight as a West Papuan freedom fighter and Australian church and 
trade union leaders called for federal support for the indigenous independence 
movement.  At a meejng in the Victorian Parliament the leaders urged Prime Minister 
Howard, who is making his first visit to Indonesia, to back the movement  …

AUSTRALIAN TRADE UNIONS have long supported West Papuans right to 
self-determination, signing Memorandums of Understanding at crucial 
moments in the march towards independence in 2000 and 2015 

In 2000 the unions paid for ‘the accommodation and education of a small 
pig’, to dilute the Howard government’s vicious targeting of media to ‘de-link 
the situation of East Timor and of West New Guinea in the public mind ... 
and the international community at large, including Indonesia’ (Is West 

Papua another Timor? Ruth Verrier, Commonwealth of Australia, 2000).   

“It was amazing how my pig created space for West Papua in Australia. When 
I took Yabon for a walk, people talked to me, journalists rang, teachers asked 
me to address their students.  Then an old chief from home rang and said 
‘Son, are you really taking our culture to that country?’” (Jacob Rumbiak)
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2015: SIGNATOREES TO AUSTRALIAN TRADE UNION MOU WITH WEST PAPUA  

Jacob Rumbiak, Minister for Foreign Affairs, Immigration & Trade, Federal Republic of West Papua 

Ms Ged Kearney, President, Australian Council of Trade Unions    
Mr Luke Hilakari, Secretary, Victorian Trades Hall Council  

Construction, Forestry, Mining & Energy Union, Ballarat & Western Region 
Communication Workers Union, Telecommunication & Postal Divisions 
Australasian Meat Industry Employees Union  
Ballarat Regional Trades & Labour Council 
Health & Community Services Union 
Australian Services Union, Victoria  
Shearers & Rural Workers Union   
Textile, Clothing & Footwear Union of Australia 
Australian Nursing and Midwifery Federation    
National Tertiary Education Union 
Secretary, Geelong Trades Hall Council 
Secretary, Bendigo Trades Hall Council  
Communications Workers Union  
Australian Education Union

Memorandum of Understanding, Trades Hall, Victoria, 15 May 
2015. above—Lesley Robinson, Ged Kearney, Luke Hilakari. 
below—Jacob Rumbiak and Ronny Kareni (Federal Republic of 
West Papua). right—Rally in Honiara, Solomon Islands, before 
2015 Melanesian Spearhead Group Summit.  

In 2015 the unions support of West Papua’s application to become a 
member of the Melanesian Spearhead Group, was instrumental in shifting 
the independence movement ‘out of the dark’ (of isolation for fifty-three 
years) and ‘into the light .… with International Diplomatic Standing …. from 
where we can negotiate our independence from a regional Melanesian 
base’ (Jacob Rumbiak, United Liberation Movement of West Papua).
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Honiara, Solomon Islands, 22 June 2015 United Liberation 
Movement for West Papua presents a petition of 115,000 
signatures to MSG Foreign Ministers before Leaders Summit.   

INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT FOR WEST PAPUA AT UN 

In 2015 the Melanesian Spearhead Group spurred on by a petition of 115,000 
signatures from West Papua recognised West Papua’s to independence.  The 
petition called for the UN to register West Papua on the Decolonisation List 
and to uphold the Papuans right of self-determination. 

On 30 September 2017 Benny Wenda (Chair, United Liberation Movement for 
West Papua) presented the petition, now with 1.8M signatures, to Rafael 
Carreño (Chair, UN Decolonisation Committee) as “hard hitting evidence of 
the will of our people for our fundamental right to self-determination and a 
firm rejection of Indonesia’s claims over our sovereignty.”  

On 25 January 2019 the petition was presented to Michelle Bachelet, UN High 
Commissioner for Human Rights. The UNHCR was in no mood for Indonesia’s 
typical denials and publicly announced it had received the petition. 

UN Building, New York, 30 September 2017. ULMWP Chair 
Benny Wenda presentA the 1.8M petition-signatures to Rafael 
Carreño, Chair of UN Decolonisation Committee.
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ABC JOURNALISTS as well as trade unionists found that constructing stories 
around the pig circumvented Prime Minister Howard’s covertly imposed ban 
on reporting about West Papua.  Twenty years later two ABC-Radio reports 
stand out as risky and imaginative and are very much worth listening to.  

Risking the Sacred by Margaret Coffey  
ABC-RN 2003 Encounter Series, 5 October 2003 (60’)  

“If you’re thinking of taking up a worthy cause, this program might inspire  
you to think a little bit longer and harder about what you could be getting 
into.  Maybe you’ve been moved to throw your lot in with an indigenous 
people seeking independence, or a fledging nation struggling to develop its 
economy. You’ve prepared your activist kit and you’re ready to shoulder the 
burden of a noble struggle. But today producer Margaret Coffey suggests  
that you pause a moment and consider some potential ethical pitfalls.” 
The ABC published the transcript but not the audio recording—which, fortuitously, was 

uploaded to Youtube. Listen at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dpqnf1OEuBQ 

If Pigs could Speak by Rachel Kerr ABC-JJJ, 9 October 2002 (8’)  
Jacob Rumbiak, his pig Yabon, and war correspondent John Martinkus 

“If pigs could speak I guess this large boar called Yabon might be saying something 
like ‘free West Papua’, because he’s a political pig. His owner is Jacob Rumbiak, a 
West Papuan from the village of Yabon. And he’s a man wanted by the Indonesian 
government for crimes of so-called subversion and being a member of the OPM.  
Now Yabon is a very important symbol for Papuan independence. He’s the first pig 
ever to go to Parliament here in Melbourne, and pigs are an extremely important 
symbol in Papuan society. Can you tell me about pigs at home please Jacob?”  

“He’s a symbol of justice, peace and love.”   “This story is about justice, peace, love, 
and the lack of it in West Papua. And it is also about Australia’s silence while its 
nearest neighbour is being raped and pillaged.”  Listen at 
https://dfait.federalrepublicofwestpapua.org/document/pig-symbol-of-peace-in-west-papua/ 

Jacob Rumbiak and his pig Yabon at the Kulin Nation’s welcome 
to the Yumi Wantaim Seminar on West Papua in 2002 
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THE DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF CONGO. In contrast to the Netherland’s 
careful and considered decolonisation project in West Papua between 1950 
and 1962, Belgium truncated the process in its wealthy colony to five 
months, from the first round-table conference in January 1960 to 
independence in June.  Belgium’s lack of preparation and goodwill unleashed 
mutinies in the army, massacres in villages, and secession movements in the 
mineral-rich provinces of Kasai (diamonds) and Katanga (copper, gold, 
uranium).  Belgium military and mercenaries were as involved in the political 
convulsions as the foreign governments with commercial interests (UK, 
USSR, US, France), and within a month the UN had inserted peace-keepers 
(eventually 11,000) charged with ‘restoring law and order, keeping other 
nations out of the crisis, and facilitating the withdrawal of Belgian troops’.   

Despite the UN presence, in September 1960 the Congo Army Chief of Staff 
staged a coup (with his second coup in 1965 Mobutu installed his notorious 
30-year dictatorship).  In January 1961 Prime Minister Lumumba was 
assassinated (in Katanga); in September UN Sec-General Hammarskjold was 
murdered (on the Katanga border); in November, two UN Executives, George 
Ivan Smith and Brian Urquhart were kidnapped and beaten by Katangan 
commandos (in Elizabethville, Katanga). “My new country was turned into a 
boiling Cold War casserole” (Clovis Mwamba). 

Clovis Mwamba who works with the West Papua Office in Docklands, was 
born in Katanga (the resources of this province include the uranium used by 
the US in its 1945 nuclear bombs).  Clovis’ wealth however is his experience 
as an activist, academic, poet, parliamentarian, political prisoner; and his 
mission is to bring about justice and healing, reconciliation and renewal 
primarily through education.   

In November 1961 Clovis was among students at the Catholic boarding 
school in Kapolowe instructed to stand on the Kapolowe Bridge and wave to

Clovis Mwamba and Bishop Hilton Deakin (Patron, Australia 
West Papua Assoc-Melb) Hammarskjöld-Papuan tree-planting 
at West Papua office in Collins St, Docklands, 6 December 2020
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5 December 2020, Sonabata, DR Congo Associajon of Women Teachers in 
Catholic Schools organising planjng of ‘Hammarskjöld-Papua trees’ to 
encourage studies of their najon’s decolonisajon and independence

1 January 1963, Katanga The new Kapolowe Bridge over 
the Lufira River between Jadotville and Kolwezi (UN Media, 
Photo # 85017). UN forces destroyed the original bridge 
during military operajons led by mercenaries. Clovis’ 
father helped build the new bridge in twelve days.  

US Senator Thomas J Dodd as he was driven from Jadotville to Kolwezi after 
meeting secession leader Moïse Tshombe.  (Clovis’ young sister Alexandrine 
Kayembe had presented a bunch of flowers to him in Jadotville).  The 
Democrat Senator—once a FBI Agent, but also a lead prosecutor at the 
Nuremberg Trials—was a stout supporter of Katanga’s secession, and it was 
during a dinner party for him in Elizabethville, in the home of the Mobil Oil 
director, that George Ivan Smith, the UN Representative for Katanga, and 
fellow UN executive Brian Urquhart were kidnapped and beaten.  

For students of healing and renewal in DR Congo there is plenty to study, to 
be inspired by, and horrified by.  There’s Lumumba and Hammarskjöld and 
Ivan Smith.  There is Tshombe, the well-educated man at the helm of 
Katanga’s secession and the murder of the nation’s first prime minister 
(Chombe’ now means ‘sellout’ and ‘betrayer’).  ‘Mobutu’ has also entered 
Congo’s modern lexicon, even if the man himself, like Tshombe, lays buried 
in exile, in a forgotten foreign field.  There’s also US Senator Dodd, the 
virulent anti-communist complicit in the death of thousands during military 
operations between the UN and Katanganese troops and mercenaries.  Back 
in the US Dodd tried to have Martin Luther King arrested in 1965 for 
criticising the Vietnam war.  He was brought down in 1967 by the US Senate 
which formally censured ‘his close relationship with an agent of a foreign 
government’ and ‘abuse of his power, prerogatives, and influence.’
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GEORGE IVAN SMITH, Sydney, 21 Dec 1962 (Fairfax) 

“I must say it is a strange experience when one has 
been out in the desert at the tense frontier, where the 
crisis sizzles like a steak on the grill, to come into the 
capitals where the well-dressed diplomats gather to 

discuss and to discipline and to try to put a bridle  
on the problem” Along the edge of peace The Boyer  

Lecture, Australian Broadcasting Commission 1964:8 

MORE ABOUT GEORGE IVAN SMITH AO 

Born in Sydney in 1915, the son of an enlightened prison governor.   
Educated at Goulburn and Bathurst High schools (NSW); Workers Educational 
Association night classes at University of Sydney 1933–34.  Jackaroo on a 
sheep station on the Yass River (ACT).  Cub newspaper journalist The Truth 
(Sydney).  Producer Radio 2WL Wollongong (now Wave FM). 

Australian Broadcasting Corporation, 1937-1940   
Founding-Producer Youth speaks for Australia; Young Ideas 
Founding-Producer, Australia Calling (Radio Australia) 

British Broadcasting Corporation, 1940-1946    
Director The Overseas Service—Pacific; Producer Calling Australian Towns 

J Arthur Rank Organisation, 1946-1948 
Director-Producer This Modern Age cinematic newsreels 

United Nations 1948—1987   
Chief, English-language radio, New York, 1948— 
Director, UN Information Centre in London 1949-58 
Spokesperson, UN Sec-General Dag Hammarskjold 1953-1961 
Director, UN Information Service, 1958–61; 1968-1975 
UN Representative—Katanga, Democratic Republic of Congo, 1961  
Spokesperson, UN Sec-General U Thant—Africa 1963-66 (including UN 
Technical Assistance and UN Special Fund Program) 

Visiting Professor, International Relations, 1964-1965  
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University & Harvard 
University (Massachusetts); Princeton University (New Jersey) 

Author Ghosts of Kampala: the rise and fall of Idi Amin (1980)

Source: Australian Dictionary of Biography, Australian National University, Canberra    
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George Ivan Smith, The Boyer Lecture 1964:p7 

“My father happened to be in the prisons service … and for fifteen years we 
lived in the governor’s quarters, flanked by the walls and the gates.   

The prisoners were my playmates.  They worked in our house and our garden 
and they spun their dreams for my sister and myself.  We grew up with the 
rebels, the weak, the men broken by tragedy, the misfits, the lost and—if I 
may say so—the great; because, at the moment the man, whatever his crime 
or background, discovered a capacity to act positively and usefully, then one 
saw a transformation in him as an individual and that does take a greatness 
of a kind to do …. 

At present, my area of operations takes me in and around the very heart of 
Africa—the tense borders of the Congo, the hard and glittering interior 
where David Livingstone died in loneliness and fever, the rain forests in 
which the mystery of men and the brilliance of birds are found in the green 
darkness.  

One day I watched with scientists, using cameras to count, more than a 
million animals—wildebeeste, zebra, elephant—in a gigantic cavalcade of 
migration that was moved by instinct, by intuition, by impulse.  In a sense 
they, too, are part of this story because they were travelling along the edge 
of peace.  Water can mean peace.  And food may well quiet the angry sinew.   

Yet as I watched the great herds move across the plains, I knew that behind 
them were the lion and the leopard.  The goads seeking the stragglers. The 
threats, the challenges, the shot of fire through the muscle to cause the 
lagging legs to go on across the horizon of weariness.    

And the sudden, sharp sweep of tooth and claw to break the weak or the 
wandering.  It is true of plains or prisons.”  

Along the edge of peace George Ivan Smith, Boyer 
Lecture (1964) Australian Broadcasting Corporation 
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George Ivan Smith, The Boyer Lecture 1964:p10 

If one is permitted to have a favourite prison I think I would select Bathurst.  
The various gaols I have inhabited had, on the front gate, the head of a great 
lion in stone.  Now, I cannot begin to explain why a lion should be used in 
Australia as a symbol of authority. We do not have the gentleman in our 
midst, nor do the English from whom we inherited the symbol.  But it did 
result in having on Australian gaols great lumps of them repeated in 
sandstone.   

The lions at my gaols, if I may be so possessive, all had angry teeth locked 
across not a bone, but a golden key.  And I was convinced by legend that if 
the golden key fell from the mouth of the lion all of the men in the prison 
would be free.  Bathurst was my favourite prison because it had the largest 
gate, the biggest lion, and the greatest key.  

As a child I watched that key.  I longed for it to come loose, for the gates to 
swing open and for the men to come out streaming across the hills. I suppose 
that’s a child’s dream of Judgement Day.  Although very quickly I ceased to 
expect that the men were entitled, or even likely, to escape physically, the 
symbol of the house with the golden key has never quite left me.   

Life and work so often involve us with people seeking to escape something or 
somebody—the weary refugees; the men and women in dungeons for 
proclaiming what we regard as fundamental human rights; the millions living 
dread in case war takes a husband, a son. 

And it is this search for the key to problem after problem that engages you in 
your life and me in mine, day after day, and for me it keeps a dash of spirit in 
that childhood image of the golden key and its hidden power to let people 
out of the darkness and into the light.”  Front gate of the Bathurst Gaol in regional Australia 
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George Ivan Smith, The Boyer Lecture 1964:p36-7 

“Stability depends upon human relationships.  Indeed the event that 
shocked me more than anything else in the Congo was something connected 
with human relations.   

It was on a night when some Katangese soldiers were trying to beat me 
unconscious.  There was plenty to be frightened about in the whole 
experience—and I assure you I was.  But in the middle of it, a minor event 
froze me.  About ten soldiers were trying to overpower me in the corner of 
the dark garden.  I was unarmed; I couldn’t escape.  But nevertheless, it took 
more than a quarter of an hour for them to capture me, only because they 
were terrified of me.  I had some magical properties which might harm 
them.   

So they stood off holding their rifles at the very end of the barrels, and 
swinging the butts hoping to hit me and still stay out of my reach. 

Finally, they got me into a truck.  Now they had me.  And one of them said 
the most evil word they could possibly think to use, and it was said with 
venom.  It was the word “macac.”  It means “monkey”—nothing more.  But 
that is the word that habitually Europeans had called the Congolese, to their 
faces, and now it was the worst thing that they could think to call me. 

The Koran said it all in a few words: “Man is to man as stone is to stone in 
giving and receiving strength that makes the unity of the structure.”

Published: November 29, 1961
Copyright © The New York Times
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Smith's Weekly, Sydney, 15 March 1941  
Australian voice for B.B.C. Team of Announcers 

Goulburn Evening Post, 27 November 1947   
Important U.N. Post Held Bt Goulburn Man
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